For our board at step into action global, we are looking for motivated **Board members (5-10%)**

Step into action empowers and motivates young people to help shape our society and tackle global challenges locally. Step into action, composed of a community of young people, organizes annual summits for school classes as well as smaller workshops and interactive formats to raise awareness for the topic of sustainability and civic engagement among youth. Our board functions on a voluntary basis, however expenses are covered by step into action.

### The role of a board member

**Responsibilities:**
- Uphold and foster the vision of step into action
- Guardian of the long term strategy
- Reality check and advisory body to the core team
- Further tasks depending on your interests and capacity

**Time commitment:**
- Monthly update check-ins with the core team
- Quarterly gatherings (two times a 1.5 day retreat and two times a 3h meeting & prep-meetings within the board)
- Fun gatherings
- Unregularly: On demand support by the core team

### Your Profile

**You are ideally:**
- younger than 30 years
- proactive and motivated
- open, flexible and communicative
- a team player
- a big fan of the step into action values
- fluent in German or French and English

**You ideally bring:**
- Experience with step into action
- Experience in volunteer engagement
- A network and rootness in one of the step into action locations
- Willingness to travel within Switzerland for gatherings (travel costs reimbursed)

### Wanna join?

Do you want to co-create the future of step into action global within the strategic body, the board? Do you want to learn, grow and have fun with a highly motivated group of people? Reach out to us with a (small) note on why you are interested and we will come back to you to have a little chat on your motivations.

Your contact people:
- French: Marie ([marie.h@step-into-action.org](mailto:marie.h@step-into-action.org))
- German: Nora ([nora@step-into-action.org](mailto:nora@step-into-action.org))